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The availability of over 20 fully sequenced genomes has driven the 
development of new methods to find protein function and inter- 
actions. Here we p u p  proteins by correlated evolution', corre- 
lated messenger RNA expression patterns' and patterns of domain 
fusion3 to determine functional relationships among the 6,217 
proteins of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Using these 
methods, we discover over 93,000 painvise links between func- 

F Prevnt addrcss:  Protein  Pathways, 1145 Gayley Avenue.  Ste 304, Lor Angdes, California 90024. USA 

tionally related yeast proteins. Links between characterized and 
uncharacterized proteins allow a general function to be assigned 
to more than half of the 2,557 previously uncharacterized yeast 
proteins. Examples of functional links are given for a protein 
family of previously unknown function, a protein whose human 
homologues are implicated in colon cancer and the yeast prion 

The historical method of finding the function of a protein 
involves  extensive  genetic and biochemical analyses,  unless the 
amino-acid sequence of the protein resembles another whose 
function is known. With complete genome  sequences and total 
mRNA expression patterns, new  strategies  become  available. We 
show that the general  biochemical functions of proteins can be 
inferred by  associating proteins on the basis ofproperties other than 
the similarity between their amino-acid sequences.  These  properties 
associate proteins that are functionally  related,  which we  define as 
proteins that participate in a common structural complex, meta- 
bolic pathway, biological  process or closely  related  physiological 
function. Here we combine three independent methods of predic- 
tion'-' with  available experimental data3-' to create a large-scale 
prediction of protein function which  does not rely upon direct 
sequence  homology.  These methods allow us to establish  many 
thousands of links between proteins of related function in  the yeast 
S. cerevisiae6. 

One might arbitrarily expect  each protein coded by a genome to 
be functionally linked, and therefore to perform closely  related 
functions in  the cell, with  perhaps 5-50 other proteins, giving 
30,000-300,000 biologically  meaningful links in yeast. We find 
20,749 protein-protein links from correlated  phylogenetic  profiles', 
26,013 links from correlated mRNA expression patterns, and 45,502 
links from Rosetta Stone sequences of the domain fusion  method3. 

sup35. 

1 t i n k f u n c t i o n ~ l ~ f e l a t e d p ~ ~ i n s  by: 

Function Melhod Expmssion 
Link proteins Link proteins i:F)g whose homologues evolved in a whose homologues  whose mRNA 

Link proteins  that Link proteins Link proteins 

experiment are known from correlated fashion are fused into a levels are 

(500 experiment to in the 20 single gene in correlated 

sequentially in fully-sequenced (45.502 links) assays of yeast 
operate organisms with another organism across 97 

\ metabolic  genomes 
(20.749 links) / mRNA levels 

126.013 links1 

Predict function of unchafacterizedprotsior 
using  links with characterized proteins 

Figure 1 Strategies  used to linkfunctionally related  yeast  proteins,  showing  the  number  of 
links  provided  by  each  method. 4,130 very high  confidence  links  were  constructed  from 
experimental  data,  between  proteins of related  metabolic  function,  and  from  links 
generated  by  at least two of the prediction  methods. 19,521 high  confidence  links  were 
constructedfrorn the phylogenetic  profile  method  when  unconfirmed  by  othertechniques. 
The remaining  links  were  considered to be of lower  confidence.  Links associate proteins 
of related  function  and  can  therefore be used to predict the function of many 
uncharacterized  proteins.  The  phylogenetic  profile  method'  identifies  functionally  related 
proteins  by  assuming that proteins  that  are  always  inherited  together  operate  together. 
The fused  domain  method3  identiiies  functionally  related proteins by  assuming  that two 
proteins  function  together if they  appear in some  other  organism  on  the same polypeptide 
chain,  called  a  Rosetta  Stone  sequence. 
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As shown in Fig. 1, these links  were combined with an additional 
500 experimentally  derived protein-protein interactions from the 
Database  of Interacting Proteins (DIP)3 and the MIPS  yeast genome 
database4, and 2,391 links among yeast proteins that catalyse 
sequential reactions in metabolic pathways5. 

Of the total of 93,750 functional links found among 4,701  (76%) 
of the yeast proteins, we define 4,130 links to be  of the 'highest 
confidence' (known to be correct by direct experimental techniques 
or validated by two of the three prediction techniques); 19,521 
others are defined as 'high confidence' (predicted by  phylogenetic 
profiles), and the remainder were predicted by either domain 
fusions or correlated mRNA expression, but not both. 

We evaluated the quality of the links by  recovery  of known 
protein functions by prediction: we assume that if  we link a protein, 
A, to a group of functionally related proteins, the shared functions 
of  these other proteins provide a clue to the general function for A. 
Where the function of A is already known, we can test the predicted 
function. For t h i s  test, we chose the standardized keyword annota- 
tion of the Swiss-Prot  database' and systematically compared the 
known functions of all characterized yeast proteins with the func- 
tion predicted by our methods. As one example chosen from the 
many yeast proteins tested, the Swiss-Prot  keywords for the enzyme 
SMCAR synthetase (ADEl), which  catalyses the seventh step of de 
novo purine biosynthesis, are 'purine biosynthesis' and 'ligase! 
Based upon the frequencies with which  keywords appear in the 
annotation of the 18 proteins linked to ADEI, we predict the general 
function ofADEl to be purine biosynthesis (13.6%), lyase (13.6%), 
transferase (1 1.4%) and ligase (6.8%). Therefore, we can use t h i s  
analysis to predict the general  biological  process that a protein (such 
as ADEl) participates in, as well as to link the protein to many other 

Y c R o g m  homology to thioredoxin 
MRPLZ 

M S Y ~  ttrosyl-tRNA synthetase 
YO- pmbable ribosomal protein L12 
MGE1 heat shock proteiru'chapemne 
YDRIlM: homolcgyto bacterial  ribosomal  L1  protein 
YHRlBgW h o m o l w  to peptidvl-tRNA hvdrolase _. . . . 

<SlSl/XWl homology to DraJ heat 
4 PDR13/SSEi/LHSl homaloqv to Hop70 
-fh&? D W  deaminase 

YGL256c  homology to mnserved gidA family, unknown function 
Y O L O K C  homology to hypothetical C. ehans  protein M02F4.4 

Figure 2 High  confidence  functional links found  by  phylogenetic  profiles  for  the  yeast 
protein YGROZlW, a  member of a  protein  family  conserved in many  organisms but of 
entirely  unknown  function.  The links suggest  that  members of the YGROPlW family 
operate in mitochondrial  protein  synthesis (brackets on the right). Of the 28 yeast  proteins 
predicted to have a doseb related  function. 18 are also independently  predicted to be 
mitochondrialM, as is  YGRO21  W, supporting the functional  assignment. In Figs  2-4,  only 
links  from  correlated  evolution  are  given  unless  otherwise  noted.  Each  protein  is  labelled 
by jts genetic  name  (for  example, MRPL7) or, if absent, by its yeast  open  reading  frame 
code  (for example, YGR02fW),  and ashort description.  Families  of  proteins with related 
sequences  are  circled. We note  that the 28 linked  proteins  are all from yeast  and  are  not 
homologues of YGROZlW or (ii not circled)  of  each  other;  instead,  they  are  functionally 
linked. 

proteins of closely related function. We note that, for this example, 
none of the 18 proteins linked to ADEl (which include ADE2, 
ADE5/7,  ADE6,  ADE8,  ADEI2,  ADE13 and ADE16) shares any 
sequence  similarity to ADE1, and only two pairs are similar to each 
other. Our results of systematic keyword  analyses are listed in Table 
1, along with confidence levels, data coverage and comparisons with 
random trials.  The  links  verified  by  any two independent prediction 
techniques  predict protein function with the same  reliability as 
experimental interaction data and  with over eight times the 
accuracy of random trials. 

Functional links provide a means to characterize proteins of 
unknown function. There are 2,557 uncharacterized proteins in 
yeast4, proteins not studied experimentally and with no strong 
homologues of known function. Of these, 374 (or 15%) can  be 
assigned a general function from the high and highest  confidence 
functional links and 1,589 (or 62%) can be assigned a general 
function using all links. 

A specific  example of the assignment  of function is shown in 
Fig. 2 for yeast open reading  frame YGROZlW, a member of a highly 
conserved protein family  of unknown function. On the basis  of 
the methods described here and the functional links they uncover to 
28 other yeast proteins, this family can now be assigned a function 
related to mitochondrial protein synthesis.  Two  of the functional 
partners of YGRO2lW are also proteins in conserved  families of 
unknown function: the gidA  family and the Caenorhabditis elegans 
M02F4.4 family.  These  families, too, can now be  associated with 
mitochondrial (or bacterial)  protein  synthesis. The link to triose- 
phosphate isomerase (Fig. 2) is of interest, considering the human 
myopathy in which a deficiency of this enzyme is correlated with 
grossly  altered mitochondrial structure'. 

Two additional examples of links are to the yeast prion Sup35 
(ref. 9) ,  and to MSH6, the yeast homologue of human colon-cancer 
related  genes'o3". In both cases, a general function is alreadyknown, 
but our method also predicts previously unknown functional links. 
In Fig. 3, the yeast prion Sup35, which  acts as a translation release 
factor in its non-prion state,  is  linked  with many proteins involved 

0 Protein synthesis and folding 
0 tRNAlmRNA synthesislsplicing 

and ribosome  biogenesis 
Q Protein largeting 

- Phylogenetic profiles -- Experimental - a2 prediction methods 

SUP45 *-- 

Figure 3 An illustration of the network of high  (thin  lines)  and  highest  @old  lines) 
confidence  links  discovered  among  the  proteins  (circles)  linked to the yeast  prion  and 
translation  termination  factor  Sup35  (double  circle).  The  functions  linked to Sup35  are 
overwhelmingly  related to ribosomes  and  protein  synthesis,  and  include  proteins  with 
roles in protein  folding,  sorting,  modification  andtargeting.  Fordisplaypurposes,  proteins 
were  modelled  as  points  and  links as springs,  thereby  positioning  functionally  related 
proteins  close  together. 
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Table ¶ RellabllHy of functional  asslgnments assessed by recovery of known proteln  function by prediction 

Number of 
proteins 

Number of False  positive  Ability to predict Ability  in random 
functional links  rate' (%) known functiont (%) 

Signal to 
trialst (%) noise ratios ..... " .............. " .................................................... ..................................... 

Individual prediction techniques 
Experimentall1 484 500 33.2 4.0 8.3 
Metabolic pathway neighbours 

6.5 
188 

Phylogenetic profiles 
2,391 2.5 4.5 4.5 

1,976 
20.3 

R m t t a  Stone method 
29.5  33.1 7.4 4.5 

Currelated mRNA expression 3,387 
36.4 26.5  7.7 3.4 
35.8  11.5 6.9 1.7 

Combined predictions 
Links made by 2 2  prediction 683 1,249  16.1 55.6 6.9 8.1 
techniques 
Highest confidence links 
High confidence links 

1,223  4,130  4.8 40.9 5.5 
1,930 

7.4 

High and highest confidence links 
30.6 

2.356 
30.8 7.4 4.2 

All Gnks 
21.8 

4.701 
32.0  6.8  4.7 

33.1  20.7 7.2  2.9 

'me reliabliity of individual  llnks was calculated as the percentage of pairwise  links  found  between  proteins of known  function but having no functional  categories in common (as tabulated  in  the MIPS 
database',ignoringthefundi~oalcategMies'unclassified'and'ci~~~ationnotdearcut').Thisest~matedfalseposil~sassumescwnplete~olowledgeofproteintunctionand~sthereioreanupperlimit. 

tThe predictive power of indiidua techniques  and  combinations of techniques  was  evaluated  by  automated  comparison of annotation  keywords.  By  the  methods  listed,  each  protein is linked to one  or 
By th6 test, random link a c h i i  a false positive rate of -47%. 

more  neghbour  proteins.  For  charad&ed  proteins  ('query'  proteins),  the mean recovery of known  Swiss-Prot  keyword  annotation  by  the k m d  annotation of linked  neighbours was calculated  as: 

(koyword recovery) = - $$;* (1 ) 

hen? A is the numberof  annotated prdeins. x is the number of query  protein SWiss-Pmt keywords, N is  the  total  number oi neighbur protein  Swiss-Pmt  keywords.  and n, is the  number of times  query 
protein !qwurdjcxxurs in the neighburprotein annotation. Because functional  anndatiDnsNpically  consst  of  multiple  keywords, bdh specific and general, eventrulyrelated  proteins  showontya  partial 
k w d  overlap (forexample, -35%). 
SM~anrecoverydSwiss-Rotk~ann~ationforq~~~roteinsofknownfundionbySWi~-Protkeywordannotationof~ndom~c~osenlinkedneighbaurs.calculated~inequation(l)forthesame 
number  of  links as exist for resl llnks ( a m  of 10  trials). 
~~wlatedasratioOf~ownfunctionrewveredbyreallinkstothatrecoveredbyrandomlin~.Althwghindividu~linkhaveonlymoderateaccuracy,combininginfcrmationhommanylinkssignificantly 
enhances prediction of  function. 
I\ Experimentalty observed yeast protein-prdein hieramions  contained in the DIP and MIPS databases. 

20,749 
1.898 45.502 

26,013 
"...............I ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
� 

19,521 
23.651 
93,750 ............................................................... .................................................................. ........................... ........................................................... ..................................................................................... 

in protein synthesis, consistent with the primary role of Sup35, 
which interacts with the ribosome to release the newly  synthesized 
peptide chain"*". Also Linked to Sup35 are protein sorting and 
targeting proteins, consistent with an accessory  role in guiding 
nascent proteins to their final cellular destinations. Sup35  shows 
both correlated evolution and correlated mRNA expression  with the 
CCT chaperonin system, a yeast chaperonin system  believed to aid 
folding of newly  synthesized actin and microt~bules'~. 

New links are also established for MSH6, a DNA mismatch  repair 
p r ~ t e i n ' ~  whose human homologues, when mutated, cause  most 
hereditary nonpolypoid c o l o r e d  cancers". MSH6 is  linked in 
Fig. 4 to the sequence-unrelated PMSl DNA mismatch  repair 
protein family) mutations of which are also tied to human colorectal 
cancer". MSH6 is in turn linked via homologue MSH4 to the purine 
biosynthetic  pathway by rnethylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase", 
to two RNA modification enzymes, and to an uncharacterized 

I 

ywto97C 
MSHG - 

DNA mismatch 
repair 

*YO- MSW DNA mismatch  repair 
OYCRO92C MSHB DNA mismatch  repair 

yER168C CCA1  tRNA nucleotidyltransferase 

YNLO82W PMS1 DNA mismatch  repair 
yLRQ?5c homo lw  to human mutL 

Figure 4 High  and  highest  confidence functional  links  found  for  the yeast DNA repair 
protein MSHG, which  is  similar in sequence to colorectal  cancer  causing  proteins in 
h ~ m a n s ~ ~ ~ ~ ' .  Families of proteins with related sequences  (circled),  proteins  implicated in 
human  cancers  @ullet paints), and homology of MSHG to the MSH  DNA mismatch  repair 
family  (dashed  line) are shown. MSHG is also linked  to MSH2 by correlated mRNA 
expression. 

protein family)  which can now be investigated  by taking nucleic 
acid repair or modification into consideration. 

The methods of phylogenetic  profiles' and domain fusions3, as 
well as gene l o c a l i ~ d o n l ~ ~ ~ ,  although they indirectly rely on 
sequence matching, discaver links between non-homologous 
proteins, which  provide much new information about functional 
relationships and hence  go  beyond the capabilities of traditional 
sequence matching. Analyses of mRNA co-expression, and poten- 
tially protein co-expression, are entirely independent of sequence 
matching and therefore  provide information about proteins unique 
to the organism examined; this information is  entirely  inaccessible 
from sequence-matching techniques. The analysis of protein 
relationships  by the methods we MIPS(sues.Td29 Td(welTj-0.0.90, )Tj0.)]40 0c 205 2onshdatabase'4105 Td4matchiwel.3 Tm7 t05 ng. 

http://www.doe-mbi.uda.edu
http:l/www.tigr.org/tdb/mdb/mdb.html
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Calwlation of correlated mRNA expression 
Results  of 97 individual  publicly  available  DNA  chip  yeast  mRNA  expression  data setsu-" 
were  encoded as a string of 97 numbers associated  with  each  yeast  open  reading  frame 
(ORF) describing how  the mRNA of that  ORF  changed levels during  normal growth, 

within  one  organism of a  phylogenetic  profile'. The mRNA levels for each of  the  97 
glucose  starvation,  sporulation and  expression of mutant genes. This  string  is  the  analogue 

experiments  were  normalized,  and  only  genes  that  showed  a  two-standard-deviation 
change from the  mean  in at I w t  one experiment  were  accepted,  thereby  ignoring genes 
that  showed no change  in  expression levels for any  experiment. Open reading h m e s  with 
correlated  orpression pa t t e rn  were  grouped  together  by  calculating the 97-dimensional 
euclidean  distance  that  describes the similarity in  mRNA  expression  patterns.  Open 
reading  frameswere  considered  to  be  linked if they  were  among  the 10 dosest  neighbours 
within  a  given  distance cut-off, conditions  that  maximized  the  overlap ofOW annotation 
bcnveen ncighboun. 

Galculation of domain fusions 
PtoteinswcrelinkedbyRosataStonepaaemsasinree3.Alignmentswcrefoundwiththe 
program PSl-BLAST". 
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